Revenge for a lost Law Suite

A few miles from Papeete, beside the lagoon, there was a well run night club, which was much patronized by the élite. Good food and a vintage wine cellar.

One night, a not easily forgotten drama took place. The actors being a prominent lawyer, his client, who had suffered heavy financial loss as the result of a lost law suite, and a well known citizen of Papeete.

The client, hearing the call of nature, was the first to leave the night club and seeing the lawyer's parked Chrysler Imperial, freshly imported from America, left his visiting card on the back seat in the form of a big job, of the one kilo one piece variety.

The next to leave was the prominent citizen, who being slightly out of balance, and feeling tired, was unable to find his car and feeling tired entered his friend the lawyer's car auto and went to sleep on the back seat.

The lawyer, coming out to go home, awakened the sleeper and accused him of causing the smell permeating the inside of his vehicle.

The latter loudly proclaimed his innocence, but a torch light inspection proved the fact that the seat of his white silk pants was badly discoloured. Virtuperation followed in no uncertain terms from both sides.

A small crowd of the élite joined in the argument and insisted that the erstwhile sleeper lower his pants to show that the discolouration had not come from the inside. Innocence having been proved to the satisfaction of all, the two friends kissed each other on both cheeks and went their respective ways.